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Welcome to the winter 2012/13 issue of Edit. It’s always interesting to hear your stories about how your time at Edinburgh helped you stand out from the crowd, and in this edition we take the opportunity to introduce you to just a few of your fellow trailblazing academics and alumni. Professor Peter Higgs, whose 1964 theory led 48 years later to the discovery of the Higgs boson, is now a name known worldwide – but many of his passions remain close to home (p8). The unique marine testing facility due to open at King’s Buildings in 2013 (p14) is another Edinburgh breakthrough with a debt to the past. Inside, we also celebrate the many milestones of the School of Chemistry (p22), take you on a tour of our revamped Main Library (p10), and highlight how our innovative online teaching programmes continue to break new ground for today’s students (p26). Whether you’re a recent graduate or studied at Edinburgh long ago, we’d love for you to share your stories and memories with us. With all best wishes for the holiday season.
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OLYMPIC HERO NAMED ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR

BRITAIN'S MOST SUCCESSFUL OLYMPIAN, SIR CHRIS HOY, HAS BEEN NAMED ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR 2012.

Sir Chris, who studied Applied Sport Science at Edinburgh and graduated in 1999, received the award in the autumn at a ceremony attended by 200 students, staff and invited guests. The accolade follows his success at London 2012, where he won two Olympic gold medals, in the team pursuit and men's keirin events.

Fellow graduate and Team GB member, rower Katherine Grainger, also achieved Games success, taking gold with teammate Anna Watkins in the women's eight event. Katherine, who attended the University in September 2012. Ms Gibbons, who has been named alumnus of the year 2012.

The University of Edinburgh will establish a Chair in the name of Professor Higgs, and has committed an initial £750,000 for new academic staff, workshops at the Centre, which will be based within refurbished space at the James Clerk Maxwell Building at King's Buildings.

The University will also establish a Chair in the name of Professor Higgs, and has committed an initial £750,000 for new academic staff, workshops at the Centre, which will be based within refurbished space at the James Clerk Maxwell Building at King's Buildings.

The award comes ahead of the planned opening of a University of Edinburgh Office of the Americas. The degree was presented at a special reception honouring sporting success, held at the Victoria & Albert Museum, London, in the summer.

The former striker was recognised for his contribution to humanitarian and environmental causes, as well as his sporting achievements, which include being part of the Brazil team that won the World Cup three times.

The University of Edinburgh's Business School has found.

Adding employers or parents as online "friends" resulted in the research. Anxiety can arise when posts display the user doing something reckless or unhealthy – behaviour that may be unacceptable to some of their contacts.

The expectations of older people using the website may be very different from those of younger users, says Ben Marder, co-author of the report and Early Career Fellow in Marketing at the Business School.

People who exercise later in life may better protect their brain from age-related changes than those who do not, an Edinburgh study suggests.

Experts found that people over 70 who took regular exercise showed less brain shrinkage over a three-year period than those who did little exercise.

Greater brain shrinkage is linked to problems with memory and thinking.

Dr Alan Gow of the University's Centre for Cognitive Ageing and Cognitive Epidemiology led the research. He says: "We're excited by the next stages of this research as we seek to understand more about what might underlie the effect, but in the meantime, increasing physical activity – even a short walk each day – can only be encouraged."

The Edinburgh team used MRI scans to measure the volume of brain tissue and the volume and health of the brain's white matter in almost 700 people.
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Professor Perry (BVMS 1976; MSc 1979) is an international consultant specialising in livestock health and broader agricultural development issues in countries of the developing world.

For 20 years he led multidisciplinary programmes at the International Livestock Research Institute in Nairobi. He is a Visiting Professor at the University of Oxford, an Honorary Professor at the University of Pretoria, South Africa, and a prolific author of scientific books.

The award honours Professor Perry’s personal commitment to poverty alleviation by tackling diseases of global significance. The award recognises Professor Perry’s leadership, with a mandate to address the global food and health challenges of the future.

His appointment coincides with the beginning of the United Nations Decade on Biodiversity, an initiative that aims to highlight the value of global biodiversity.

Speaking at the recent Convention on Biological Diversity held in Hyderabad, India, Dr Dias (PhD Zoology, 1981) encouraged members to adopt and champion global targets.

“Biodiversity should not be perceived only as a problem, but rather, for what it really is: a crucial asset which underpins sustainable development and is closely linked to many social and economic issues,” he said.

Prior to this appointment, Dr Dias occupied a number of pivotal positions both in the Brazilian Federal Government, as Secretary of Biodiversity and Forests at the Brazilian Ministry of the Environment, and in a global capacity, as Vice-President of the International Union of Biological Sciences.

His appointment coincides with the beginning of the United Nations Decade on Biodiversity, an initiative that aims to highlight the value of global biodiversity.
THE INTERVIEW
PETER HIGGS

“IT WAS WORTH THE WAIT”

The discovery of the Higgs boson captured public interest worldwide, but the theory underpinning its existence was devised much closer to home – and nearly 50 years ago. Professor Peter Higgs tells Cate MacKenzie how the story unfolded.

Q: When did you first come to Edinburgh, and what did you think of the city?
A: I visited here with an old friend from my school days in the summer of 1949 when I was still an undergraduate. The intention was not to stay, we were just finding a place for the night and going on to explore some of the western highlands. We arrived after it had got dark; the city was all illuminated for the Festival and I sort of fell for Edinburgh at that point.

Q: So Edinburgh got under your skin then? That first impression in ’49 was a visual one, but what got me more hooked on Edinburgh was that I realised what I’d been missing as a student in central London. The social life was just not up to the standard of the University of Edinburgh. So I got to like living here – even back then in ’54, when it was long before Edinburgh had developed in terms of the amount of music and theatre and restaurants and so on that it has now.
A: And what about the people you mixed with? When I was a post-doc, my social life was centred round a student society called the Cosmopolitan Club. I got to know a lot of people, students and others, from lots of different countries. It was a period in which the British Empire was being broken up – colonies were becoming independent, and these were students from all the emerging countries and it was a very interesting time. When I was on the University staff, the University Staff Club formed the centre of my social life. The atmosphere of the theoretical physics group also suited me well; it wasn’t as intense, perhaps, as London, and Nick Kemmer had, shall we say, a rather laissez-faire attitude to what people got interested in. I was able to go my own way, and I liked that.

Q: Having that freedom led you to propose a theory that wasn’t instantly embraced by some – did you ever feel like you’d gone out on a limb?
A: In 1964, I suppose I was sticking my neck out in the sense that I was doing a kind of theoretical work that had become unfashionable. The kind of theory that I was involved in was imported into elementary particle physics from a different field: condensed matter physics, which most people in theoretical particle physics thought was not particularly relevant. It took considerable time and the work of a lot of other people to convince even the theoretical physics community that this was the right kind of theory to use. But my belief that it would eventually be found was because it was extremely difficult to understand why the rest of the theory could be so successful without that being part of it.

Q: Were your arguments developed over time or did you have a ‘Eureka!’ moment?
A: It’s really not very exciting! It was something that I became aware of over a weekend. I was at home and out and about. I don’t know, and it was just putting together two things I already knew which I hadn’t realised should be related.

Q: Technology then had to advance substantially before equipment sophisticated enough to confirm the Higgs boson’s existence could be constructed. Was it worth the wait?
A: It’s very pleasing to have it happen but it was obviously a long-term thing. It’s a bit different from most theoretical work where people are doing calculations and testing them against experiments that are going on at the same time. It wasn’t perhaps until the mid ’70s, 10 years after my own work, that it became something which experimentalists were told they should look out for, not as a primary objective of their work but as something they should try not to miss. But at that stage it was very hard to see the timescale for designing and building machines that would look for it. I couldn’t expect it to happen for considerable time.

Q: So have CERN’s latest results effectively closed the book on the Higgs boson? If not, what’s the next chapter?
A: It looks like the end of one story, which goes under the name of the Standard Model of particle physics. But you look at the Standard Model, which is very successful in describing a whole range of evidence about elementary particles, and there are things that it doesn’t explain. There’s much further to go and various speculative theories, which have evolved through the ’70s and ’80s, need to be tested, and a whole lot of interesting phenomena need to be explained – so the machine at CERN has a lot of work still to do and the programme stretches on until 2030 or so.

Q: What do you hope the University’s Higgs Centre for Theoretical Physics will achieve?
A: I hope it will bring a kind of breadth of theoretical physics into the future of the School of Physics and Astronomy. From my personal experience I think it’s a good thing for people working in a particular sub-field of theoretical physics to be aware of what’s going on in other areas.

Q: You’ve received countless accolades and have inspired others the world over, but does the wider Higgsteria surrounding the particle’s discovery surprise you?
A: Students often queue for autographs, a Dutch couple recently christened their yacht Higgs and a Spanish brewer has created Higgs ale…

Q: “It was worth the wait.” How do you feel Edinburgh at that point?
A: The Festival and I sort of fell for Edinburgh at that point. It’s certainly surprising that it seems to have caught the public’s imagination so much. I didn’t expect that. Students usually ask if I will sign something for them and for a photograph to be taken with them. It happens on the streets of Edinburgh too. It’s a bit odd, yes – and it’s certainly a contrast with how I was viewed in the University in the ’60s.

THE HIGGOS BOSON STORY… SO FAR

The Higgs boson is the particle for the mechanism that physicists believe confers mass on other elementary particles in the Standard Model.

1964: Professor Higgs’ paper ‘Broken Symmetries and the Masses of Gauge Bosons’ shows how the symmetry of the electroweak interaction might be broken to give rise to the masses of the W and Z bosons their masses.

1966: Iannis Theodorakis, a student from the University of Athens, and others, describe a similar theory underpinning the existence of the Higgs boson. Despite this, the idea is ‘unfashionable’ and not embraced by some – did you ever feel like you’d gone out on a limb?

1973–1996: Around elementary particles are found by experiment. The Standard Model gains ever greater acceptance as experimental results meet its predictions.

2000s: The hot proton beams are switched on by CERN’s LHC.

2012: Both of CERN’s high-energy particle detectors observe a new particle associated with the Higgs boson with near-certainty.

Future developments will continue to explore whether the Higgs boson is indeed the predicted particle – the nature of which is yet to be determined.

For more information, visit: www.ph.ed.ac.uk
THE NEXT CHAPTER

In 2013, redevelopment work on the University’s Main Library will be completed, transforming a 1960s icon into a sophisticated centre of learning for Edinburgh’s students, academics – and alumni. Chris Small reports.

Three things strike you when you enter the University’s Main Library. Its airy, open layout, the buzz created by so many students studying and socialising in one space – and a powerful sense of renewal.

The library is nearing the end of a five-year process of transformation, updating what had become a cramped and – for its staff – logistically challenging space into a 21st-century intellectual hub dedicated to teaching, learning and research.

Designed by the Sir Basil Spence architectural partnership as a Brutalist cube, the Main Library opened its doors to students in 1967. Forty years later, it was time to reconsider its purpose at the heart of the campus.

“We had to take it back to its original concept of being a wide, open space with clear views out to Edinburgh landmarks, and where everyone was learning, interacting and socialising,” says Dr John Scally, Director of Library and Collections.

A fundamental issue Dr Scally and his colleagues had to wrestle with from the outset was whether, in the digital age, students still wanted to gather in one place to meet and study.

“We found that they did, but what we’ve done is stretch the definition of what a library was in the 1960s, or even the 1980s,” he says. “We’ve turned it into a space which is fully networked, fully wireless, with multiple types of study spaces.”

The new library reflects an evolution in the way students work, its layout accommodating a mix of what Dr Scally describes as “monastic and social learning”.

The redevelopment did not shy away from radical thinking. At one point during planning, the idea of dispensing with the word “library” in favour of “Information Commons” was even considered. “There are some words in civil society that can transcend any kind of change and ‘library’ is one of them,” says Dr Scally. “What you find with library is that it’s a beautifully elastic and accommodating word.”

That sense of flexibility informs every floor, even extending to the smallest scale details, such as the way the seats and desks are organised. “We follow the needs of students, so whenever we see them coalescing we’ll put chairs and desks down,” says Dr Scally. “We try to keep it as adaptable as possible.”

Resulting in a brighter, more accessible space easily balancing the informal (a busy café next to the entrance) with the scholarly (a 250-seat quiet study area on the fifth floor), the redevelopment has been met with an upsurge in student use, which allows students to quickly access to highly used books and DVDs, is a popular innovation.

The High Use Book (HUB) Collection, which allows students to quickly obtain any book on their reading list, and gives students and staff easy access to highly used books and DVDs, is a popular innovation.

“The HUB basically soaks up 52 per cent of the physical circulation of the books – that’s really important and was demand-led by the students,” explains Dr Scally. “It helps orient students academically very quickly, allowing them to set their core reading under way with little hassle.”

The redevelopment also boosted the profile and facilities of the University Collections, which promotes access to a unique mine of rare books and manuscripts. The Collections, which began in the 1850s, include an original quarto of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet and a phial of the mould used to make penicillin – gifted by its creator Alexander Fleming, a former Edinburgh rector.

Arnott Wilson, Head of Special Collections and University Archivist, credits alumni as a driving force behind the accumulation of such a rich archive.

“A lot of the depth and range of what we have to do with our alumni and their travels around the world,” he says. “The great body of people who are in the student record go on to make very valid contributions worldwide, largely unsung. But the personal link [with the University] continues. One very important way that Collections have accumulated is through alumni bringing things back to their alma mater.”

Many alumni may not be aware that they have full reading rights at the library. Dr Scally hopes that more graduates will take the opportunity to visit and read, and believes that there is a powerful connection between students’ experiences of the library and their affection for the University in later life.

“I think the library is a kind of emotional reference point for alumni,” he says. “We see it as one of the places where the positive experience of being a student at Edinburgh is rooted. In some senses the library is part of that memory of success and fulfillment that you can have after you’ve been to University and are reflecting back on your time there. I remember the library at my university as an enabling place. So we hope that our alumni will feel that warmth towards their library. We offer them the library throughout their careers – and throughout their lives.”

In 2008 there were around 900,000 students going through the turnstiles every year. Now there are a few thousand short of two million. We have 2,200 study spaces.
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Library improvements are not just confined to George Square – New College and Kings’ Buildings have also been transformed by redevelopment programmes at the University.

In 2005, the Reverend Robert Funk, an American who studied at Edinburgh in the early 1960s, made a $1 million donation aimed at improving facilities for the University Collections at New College Library over a 10-year period.

Professor David Fergusson, New College Principal, says the money went towards improving security and conservation, and helped to create a reading room and several online catalogues. “It has resulted in much better visibility and easier access to materials, so scholars around the world are making much more use of the resource,” he explains.

One of the UK’s largest theology libraries, with more than 250,000 items, New College Library now also boasts improved lighting and flooring.

The King’s Buildings campus is also a focus for redevelopment work, with the new Noreen and Kenneth Murray Library opening its doors in 2012.

Donations from more than 250 alumni and staff helped fund the £8.75 million library, which houses the University’s book collections in biology, chemistry, engineering, geosciences, mathematics, physics and statistics.

Named in recognition of Edinburgh molecular biologists Professor Sir Kenneth Murray and his late wife Noreen, the building comprises informal and private study spaces across four floors, and a cafe, two-storey atrium and balcony. It is part of a wider revamp aimed at enhancing students’ intellectual and social life at King’s Buildings.

The University Collections contains a wealth of historical items in multiple formats. Acquired through gift, deposit or purchase, they encompass virtually every aspect of human endeavour over the past 600 years.

The Collections bring particular benefits to students and staff, who can view and discuss materials. The revamped Centre for Research Collections has seminar rooms for practice-based teaching, focusing on manuscripts and objects, alongside its high-quality Digital Imaging Unit.

Among its store of 480,000 rare books are around 300 incunabula (books produced before 1501), and the only copy in Scotland of the first book printed in Gaelic, John Knox’s Liturgy of 1567. Other items include a single leaf from the final draft of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, a 230-foot long silk Mahabharata (Hindu epic) and papers belonging to the 19th-century Scots folklorist Alexander Carmichael.

A large portion of the archive is devoted to the University’s life dating to the 1850s, the first Laureation Album records the degrees awarded to the earliest class of Edinburgh students.

For more information about the Noreen and Kenneth Murray Library, visit www.edinburgh350.com
Edinburgh has been a leader in marine energy research for more than 40 years—and now a unique facility at the University’s King’s Buildings campus promises to make the city the worldwide centre for testing and technological development.

By Gareth Overton

To call what is being built by engineers at the University’s King’s Buildings campus “the new wave tank” is to miss the point. It’s about more than just waves.

And while the full title might be a bit of a mouthful, the All-Waters Combined Current and Wave Test Facility has that what-it-says-on-the-tin quality.

“It’s actually a sea simulator,” explains Stuart Brown, Chief Executive of FloWave Tt, a University subsidiary company that will run the facility when it opens in summer. “There are no other test tanks on the planet like this.”

Those words “combined current and wave” spell out the uniqueness of what is being created: the world’s first large test tank to combine the production of waves—ripples on the surface, whipped up in the oceans by the wind—with a flow of current, the movement of the whole body of water, most commonly caused by tides.

“You can create a realistic seascape, a complex multidirectional wave state, far more accurately than can be achieved in any other kind of tank,” says Mr Brown.

The FloWave tank will be a “world-class facility that will bring benefit to UK science and help push forward renewable energy technologies,” according to the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, which has jointly funded the project’s £55 million construction costs with the University.

As well as helping researchers at the College of Science & Engineering’s Institute for Energy Systems stay at the forefront of marine energy research, the tank will also be where commercial developers of equipment and projects bring large-scale models to test.

And with the support of the University’s commercialisation office, Edinburgh Research and Innovation (ERI), the project’s potential is already attracting interest beyond marine power, in sectors including rough-sea platform access and seabed cable inspection. As a not-for-profit company, FloWave Tt will re-invest any surpluses, and is also mandated to fund academic research.

The facility’s circular shape is key to its “next generation” capabilities, explains Mr Brown. The 28 giant propellers that produce the tidal current and the 168 paddles that make the waves are arranged symmetrically around the pool.

“We can add waves from any direction just by changing the control algorithms, without having to move the model or the instrumentation,” he says. The tank can simulate the complex changing currents found in locations that hold the world’s greatest marine energy potential: “The tide never goes out in directly the opposite direction to which it came in, because when it goes out the moon has moved a bit further round the earth,” Mr Brown continues.

And size matters. Complementing the School of Engineering’s existing “Curved Tank”, the new facility will enable larger prototype devices to be tested, and provide new scope to test “arrays” or “farms” of generators, as well as single devices.

Winning Combination

Edinburgh has always been a world leader in marine power. Indeed the field was founded at the University through the work in the 1970s of Stephen Salter, who is now Emeritus Professor of Engineering Design and in 2012 won the Royal Academy of Engineering’s Sustained Achievement Award.

The Edinburgh Duck, also known as “Salter’s Duck” – a device designed to bob on the surface of the sea—famously achieved unheard-of efficiencies when converting the energy of waves into electricity. Professor Salter’s work has directly informed today’s marine power devices and their designers.

Take the Leith-based company Pelamis. It is the first firm to have built a commercial wave farm, having installed in 2008 an array of its giant “sea snake” devices off the coast of Portugal, feeding electricity generated by waves into the Portuguese national grid. It is currently working with utility companies on tests in Orkney.

Pelamis’s founder and Director, and the inventor of its distinctive floating serpents, Dr Richard Yemm, is a double Edinburgh graduate and was supervised by Professor Salter during his PhD. Dr Yemm was awarded the 2012 Saltine Prize Medal by the Scottish Government for his contribution to the development of marine power. (The 2011 inaugural Saltine Prize Medal went to Professor Salter himself.)

Other leading companies whose roots lie firmly at the University include spin-outs Edinburgh Designers, the global specialists in wave-making equipment for test facilities (including the FloWave tank), and Artemis Intelligent Power, which is developing the “hydraulic transmission” at the heart of the Edinburgh Duck for use in giant offshore wind turbines and other applications. “I’m very proud of what Pelamis, Edinburgh Designers and Artemis are doing,” Professor Salter says. “People who came to me almost as school leavers are now running big industries. That’s a good feeling.”

FloWave Tt’s Stuart Brown is equally inspired: “It’s not just the unique capability that’s here—and as far as test tanks are concerned, this is the Hubble Space Telescope—but it’s also the expertise that resides in the research, the academics and the University as a whole. Combine those things together and this is a winner.”

As far as test tanks are concerned, this is the Hubble Space Telescope—but it’s also the expertise that resides in the research, the academics and the University as a whole. Combine those things together and this is a winner.

Dr Tom Davey’s career epitomises the benefits of strong links between the University of Edinburgh and industry.

Dr Davey first took advantage of those ties while undertaking his mechanical engineering degree and coastal engineering PhD at Edinburgh. During his studies, he was introduced to the “business side of engineering, as opposed to the pure technical side,” and given the freedom to steer his research towards what was most useful in the commercial field.

“It’s about knowing how to speak to industry effectively, knowing the right organisations, not living in an academic bubble,” he says. “You go to these companies that do this work, and that steers your research.”

Building on this collaboration, Dr Davey subsequently worked as a research fellow for European consortium (eumar developing protocols for the marine power sector, before taking up his current role as Technology Transfer Manager (Marine) at the Energy Technology Partnership (ETP). Today he is forging relationships between external commercial organisations and FloWave Tt.

“Industry is coming to us, and we’re going to industry,” he says.
Today’s employment market is tough, but the University’s Careers Service is helping to give graduate job seekers a head start. By Rob Tomlinson

There’s no getting away from it – times are still hard. And when you’re a student thinking about life after university, or a recent graduate looking to get on the career ladder, taking that next step can seem daunting.

But for Edinburgh job seekers like Adam Duchateau the future is looking bright, thanks to the advice and assistance on hand at the University’s innovative Careers Service.

Mr Duchateau is in his final year studying for an MA in History and hopes to graduate in summer 2013. He wants to pursue a career in the relevant firms and I've had a lot of assistance with tailoring my applications. It’s really quite time consuming and I only wish I’d sought their assistance sooner.”

Mr Duchateau is just one of many Edinburgh students who can look forward with some confidence to securing employment in their chosen field, and the statistics bear out the reasons for this optimism.

In terms of its track record on employability, the University stands third in the Russell Group of the UK’s 24 leading universities, and it’s clear that employers value Edinburgh students. Recent figures show that nearly 240 organisations attended four careers fairs over a 12-month period, with a further 57 doing on-campus presentations.

Taking the opportunity to “talk to everyone” she could at a careers fair at Potterrow helped Li-San Chan (BSc, 2004) to gain valuable insight into the graduate employment market. “I’d advise everyone to visit the careers fairs,” she enthuses. “Even if you already know what your next step is, it’s the best way to understand a profession and company. Different companies have very different cultures and the deciding factor for me when choosing between job offers has always been the people.”

Coupled with these on-campus events are the biannual virtual careers fairs that allow students and employers from around the world to chat live online. The 2012 events covered North America and Greater China, and attracted a range of multinational and local organisations, including Amazon, Halliburton, Freddie Mac, Atkins China, Siemens, Goldenvind and BP China.

“INVALUABLE” ASSISTANCE

Now based centrally in George Square’s Main Library and with an additional presence at the King’s Buildings' campus, Careers Service staff have been working hard to help prepare graduates for the jobs market. Alumni can use the service for free for up to two years after graduation, and staff can offer help via workshops and one-to-one sessions covering everything from CV writing through to applications and psychometric testing to preparing for interviews and making the most of social media.

Ms Chan says she received “invaluable” assistance when she approached the service: “A careers adviser helped me think about what I wanted, and gave me material to prepare for the recruitment process. I watched videos of debates, did practice tests, and thought through how I would answer interview questions. This is such a great service.”

Job seekers can’t afford to be complacent, says Careers Service Director Shelagh Green. “But there are lots of opportunities out there,” she believes, “for intelligent, skilled and motivated people and it’s this sort of person we’re helping to provide for employers thanks in part to the careers support services we can offer.”

One such service is the new Campus Internships Programme, which started in summer 2012 and introduces graduates to the working world. The first cohort of 15 interns were paid for a two- to three-month period to spend time in departments across the University ranging from Finance to Communications and Marketing.

As a graduate you've already got opportunities. This is such a great service.

A careers adviser helped me think about what I wanted, and gave me material to prepare for the recruitment process... This is such a great service. 
“We were able to offer the participating departments a high-quality, dedicated resource and we got fantastic feedback from the students,” says Ms Green. “They all said they felt more confident about tackling new challenges and problems as a result of the internship.”

Among the interns was 21-year-old Francesca Sobande, who is in her final year of studying for an MA in Sociology and Politics. Her internship with the Careers Service was so successful it has since been extended, she says: “The amount of responsibility I’ve been given has allowed me to build on my skill sets and I’ve been treated as an equal. It’s made me much more marketable.”

Do your research when applying for the job and be able to answer why you want to work at the company you have applied for – be enthusiastic.

“Being prepared gives reason for interviews.”

The Careers Service also offers a free online vacancy advertising facility, with 2011 figures showing that it advertised more than 5,000 vacancies on behalf of some 2,400 sized enterprises. If you join an SME as an engineer or IT consultant, we need people with the right attributes – the kind of students graduating from our students would appeal to them,” says Ms Green.

One alumnus who has been able to help in this way is Andrew McLachlan, who studied philosophy and politics and graduated in 2000. He is a founding partner of GreySpark Partners, a capital markets consultancy firm, and contacted a recent graduate through LinkedIn’s Edinburgh Alumni Group to suggest he apply for a job with his company. After four stages of interviews, the graduate was offered a position.

With the assistance of the Careers Service, Mr McLachlan also staged a presentation and Q&A session targeting Chinese students, while he was recruiting for GreySpark’s Hong Kong office. He has this advice for job seekers: “Look outside of the traditional graduate schemes and do some research on small to medium-sized enterprises. If you join an SME it’s more than likely that you will be given more responsibility and more quickly than you would in a multinational household name. Also, do your research when applying for the job and be able to answer why you want to work at the company you have applied for – be enthusiastic.”

Ms Green agrees that taking an upbeat and positive approach, and being well prepared, gives good reason to be optimistic. “There’s been quite a bit of negative coverage in the news about the state of the graduate employment market but I would reiterate that the prospects for well-qualified and well prepared young people with the right attributes – the kind of students graduating from the University of Edinburgh – remain strong,” she says.

To be launched in 2013 in partnership between the Careers Service and Development and Alumni office, the innovative University of Edinburgh eMentoring Scheme will recruit a diverse team of alumni as online advisers.

The eMentors, to be recruited from as wide a field of occupations and locations (including international) as possible, will advise students and recent graduates about job prospects in their chosen vocation, share their own experiences of work and help in career planning and decision making.

Job seekers will be able to search for eMentors based on a number of factors, including occupation, industry sector, degree subject and location.

“We’re now at the stage where we’re looking to recruit,” explains Careers Service Director Shelagh Green. “Whether you’re a lawyer, scientist, teacher, accountant, graphic designer, engineer or IT consultant, we need your skills, knowledge and experience.

“We’re developing the eMentoring platform to enable access to a rich knowledge resource and to help ensure that Edinburgh graduates continue to stand out from the crowd.”

Newly-recruited eMentor Karen Hinton is keen to get started. “I signed up as I benefited from mentoring when studying. It was really useful to have someone with whom I could discuss my plans and thoughts about my future career,” says Mrs Hinton, who graduated from Edinburgh in 2003 with an MA in Sociology.

“We see the mentoring relationship as an opportunity to support others in making decisions and planning their futures.”

Mrs Hinton, who works in the higher education sector, believes she will also benefit from connecting with newcomers to her industry: “I think it’s important to constantly reflect on your own career, and I know that the mentoring experience will encourage me to reflect on my experiences and what I want from my future career.”
It was also important to work in a strategically and on a national scale. I wanted something that would offer opportunities to work outside the sector I had worked in and see that it offered opportunities of interest for me, because I could return to university as a mature student. MSc (Carbon Management) 2010

Ben Twist hasn’t looked back since returning to university as a mature student.

“Carbon management had a real interest for me, because I could see that it offered opportunities outside the sector I had worked in previously. I was a theatre director and arts strategist for 25 years, but I felt I’d done all I could in that field. I wanted something that would offer opportunities to work strategically and on a national scale. It was also important to work in a field that contributes to the public good, and yet has the potential to be every bit as engaging and exciting as theatre directing. Ironically, the programme enabled me to combine my old knowledge and experience with new skills and to do something that overlaps the two. It was very affirming going back to university after 25 years, and discovering I wasn’t only keeping up – I was actually pretty good!”

“I work in Edinburgh in the cultural sector, preparing it for climate change – reducing its climate impacts, encouraging it to adapt to forthcoming changes and working out how it can help encourage attitudinal and behavioural change amongst the wider public around climate change and sustainability.

“What did I take from the course that I use today? Specific knowledge and skills – carbon footprinting, carbon management, background knowledge of climate change science and economics – all of which I use to persuade and encourage the organisations I’m working with as to why they should take action.

“The Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation has also been very useful, as it provides contacts, support, ideas and interesting conversations. We have collaborated on some research and keep in touch.”

NAOMI ROBERTSON
BA Hons (TAPESTRY) EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART 1990

Naomi Robertson is a master weaver at Edinburgh’s unique Dovecot Studios.

“I’m now qualified as a master weaver. I always say I’m still learning – every new commission you get, you learn, or you face a new problem. We’ve worked with some incredible artists – Eduardo Paolozzi, Elizabeth Blackadder, Barbara Rae, Victoria Crow. A few years ago I worked with a fashion designer called Chris Clyde and wove a corset, shoes and a headpiece with her.

“The fact people can watch us weave at Dovecot means they can see the process rather than just the finished product. Weaving is quite physical and you’re always thinking about the next bit, or whether the colour’s working, or how to keep the tension. I do have the sense that it’s a skill that’s now quite rare.

‘Dovecot celebrated its centenary during 2012 with the exhibition ‘Weaving the Century’, showing the studio’s work past and present. An opera inspired by Dovecot was written by Alexander McCall Smith and Tom Cunningham and performed on the studio floor as part of the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. It was very exciting.’

I learned to weave at school but my time at Edinburgh College of Art set me on this course. I specialised in tapestry after my first year.

“What attracted me was the whole excitement of the department – it was full of huge looms and tapestries, and there was so much going on. I loved my years at College, there was a fantastic atmosphere.

“I’ve worked for Dovecot since I graduated. I’m lucky – I love what I do and at Dovecot you can do what you were trained to do, which I think is quite rare in the art world.

“I came to Edinburgh in 2004 to work as an intern at the Hospital for Small Animals. I love my work as a veterinary clinician, but I always wanted to work within the academic environment, where I would have opportunities for further research and teaching.

“About a year after finishing my internship, I won a scholarship, which allowed me to return as a student, conducting research into the mechanisms of cancer initiation and progression. During my PhD. I worked as an anatomy demonstrator and occasional lecturer for the preclinical veterinary students, which I really enjoyed as it was always one of my favourite subjects when I was an undergraduate. It also provided an opportunity to meet people in the department and to gain more teaching experience.

“This summer, an opportunity arose back at the Vet School – I applied successfully, and I now teach on the preclinical course as a lecturer. I also have plenty of ideas for further research. I’ll be continuing my clinical work, on Saturday mornings to ‘keep my hand in’ – no veterinary pun intended – to keep myself, and so my teaching, up to date.”

THALIA BLACKING
PhD by RESEARCH (COMPARATIVE CELL BIOLOGY/ONCOLOGY) 2011

A scholarship enabled Thalia Blacking to study at Edinburgh, and subsequently gain a position as a lecturer.

“Upon leaving university, I worked as a research technician at King’s Buildings laboratories for more than six years, which, at that time, was a relatively new subject. Neuroscience, which, at that time, was a relatively new subject.

“I chose Edinburgh as the Biological Sciences programme had the option to specialise in particular areas of biology. I recall being the only person (perhaps brave enough!) to study both science and social science courses, and in my honours year I studied neuroscience, which, at that time, was a relatively new subject.

“Upon leaving university, I worked as a research technician at King’s Buildings (KB) and then moved to the Institute for Animal Health, also at KB.

“After working in research laboratories for more than six years, I decided I had handled too many Eppendorf tubes and moved into technical writing, working with an Edinburgh-based global contract research organisation. I have since moved into clinical writing with the same company and as Medical Writing Manager I work with different specialists across the globe, including medics, statisticians and project managers.

“My education (pharmacology, physiology and neuroscience) has certainly been invaluable to me in this role, plus I get to keep up to date with advancements in medicine through working within the drug development sector.”

It was very affirming going back to university after 25 years, and discovering I wasn’t only keeping up – I was actually pretty good!”

We are happy to forward correspondence to graduates for whom we hold current address details. Email us at alumni@ed.ac.uk
The teaching of Chemistry at Edinburgh began 300 years ago with the appointment of James Crawford to the Chair of Physick and Chymistry. Since then the School has flourished, seeding chemistry departments around the world and producing alumni such as Joseph Black, who discovered carbon dioxide, and Benjamin Rush, one of the signatories to the US Declaration of Independence. Today, the School continues to innovate, having produced a student winner of the prestigious UK Chemistry Salters Prize every year for the past 16 years, and achieving a coveted Gold standard in the Athena SWAN Charter, which recognises an institution’s commitment to the advancement and promotion of the careers of women in science, engineering and technology, mathematics and medicine (STEM) in academia.

In images of its curios, milestones and icons, we chart the life of the School over three centuries.

To mark its tercentenary, the School of Chemistry will be holding a series of events throughout 2013, including a symposium, social functions and a major exhibition at the University’s Main Library. For more information, visit www.chem.ed.ac.uk/tercentenary/index.html

Stay connected
If you want to share your favourite memories from Edinburgh’s chemistry labs – or if you have a story to tell about any of the images on these pages – we’d love to hear from you. Find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/edalumni to post your comments and photos.

Then & Now
300 Years of Chemistry

In 2012 Professor Polly Arnold received the Royal Society Rosalind Franklin Award, for her proposal to promote women in STEM, and was made a Royal Society of Edinburgh Fellow. In 2008 she won the Rising Star Chancellor’s Award.

Graduate Emanuel Blei takes air samples 60 metres above a rainforest canopy.

Postgraduates at work.

Colourful compounds and concoctions.

A precise science.

Research in the laser room.

An enquiring mind at the Edinburgh International Science Festival.

In 2012 Vice-Principal and Head of the College of Science & Engineering, Professor Lesley Yellowlees, was made the Royal Society of Chemistry’s first female president and a Royal Society of Edinburgh Fellow.

If you want to share your favourite memories from Edinburgh’s chemistry labs – or if you have a story to tell about any of the images on these pages – we’d love to hear from you. Find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/edalumni to post your comments and photos.

To mark its tercentenary, the School of Chemistry will be holding a series of events throughout 2013, including a symposium, social functions and a major exhibition at the University’s Main Library. For more information, visit www.chem.ed.ac.uk/tercentenary/index.html

Stay connected
If you want to share your favourite memories from Edinburgh’s chemistry labs – or if you have a story to tell about any of the images on these pages – we’d love to hear from you. Find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/edalumni to post your comments and photos.
THE HIT LIST

TO WATCH...
A film about ballet shoes by Edinburgh College of Art graduate and trained dancer Tali Yablonski has been nominated for an Oscar in the “Documentary Short Subject” category.

TO READ...
Alumni Ron Rutlin celebrates the landscape, atmosphere and people of modern Edinburgh with a poetry collection that will win the heart of anyone who knows and loves the capital – and anyone new to it.

TO LISTEN TO...
Lapslap, a band featuring University music staff members Dr Michael Edwards and Dr Martin Parker, has released a new CD. The trio’s fourth record, Granta, is a series of long compositions that draws on traditions ranging from avant-garde classical to free jazz and improvised electro-acoustic.

THE FAB FIVE

We’ve all been on the edge of our seat during a gripping theatre performance. The Bedlam Theatre Committee lists its pick of productions from the past five years.

01 A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE OCTOBER 2010
The moonlit scene between Mitch and Blanche, it’s Williams at his most low-key and moving, and it was perfect for a tight wee intimate venue like Bedlam.

DIRECTED BY PAUL BROTHERSTON

02 AMADEUS NOVEMBER 2010
This won several awards at the National Student Drama Festival in Scarborough in 2011, after the initial run in Bedlam.

DIRECTED BY ALICE BONIFACIO

03 THE JUNGLE BOOK MARCH 2010
“This was Edinburgh University Theatre Company original writing from Beth Find (adapted from Rudyard Kipling, of course).”

DIRECTED BY KATHY FENN

04 EIGHT FESTIVAL FRINGE 2008
“The beginning of Elijah, so a successful playwriting begun at Bedlam Theatre.”

WRITTEN BY ELLA HICKSON

05 THE COSMONAUT’S LAST MESSAGE 2007 SEASON
“A perfect example of a show that pushed boundaries in what students can achieve in set design and construction. Several actors were suspended from the ceiling inside the building.”

WRITTEN BY DAVID GREG

THE EXHIBITION IS OPEN

THE GEORGIAN GALLERY, UNTIL 16 FEBRUARY 2013
This unique exhibition highlights the work of Franco-Russian painter Serge Charchoune (1888–1973). Connected to movements including Cubism and Dada, Charchoune nevertheless evaded easy definition, once commenting, ‘I keep a low profile, and thus a lot of freedom.’

ON OUR RADAR
A number of alumnus and Associates are planning appointments in The Big and Small World of Art. COMING THIS FALL... DR LINCOLN WALTON (MFA, 1988), artist, is to be appointed as New Chief Technology Officer, At Elancyl. WORLDS BEST... DR BILL TURNBULL (BSC, 1977), who has joined The Corporation’s long-running Songs of Praise.

A NOSE FOR INNOVATION
Edinburgh College of Art graduate Kate McLean has attracted the attention of international tourism organisations with her “sensory maps”, which chart the smells wafting around cities. McLean (MA Graphic Design, 2011) has recently exhibited smell maps in Glasgow and Newport, Rhode Island. Map users sample bottled aromas – from juniper bushes to Lorne sausage – whose whereabouts in the city are plotted visually through colours and contour-like traces. McLean’s first, a former Edinburgh Designer-in-Residence and currently a senior lecturer at Canterbury Christ Church University, has also chartered Edinburgh, Paris and New York. She is building on work with the US tourism sector to recreate an “all-round” experience of scent, in collaboration with Dutch olfactory and fragrance experts.
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ARTS REVIEW
60 SECONDS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
GAVIN FRANCIS

BORN: Dunfermline, 1975
EDUCATED: Edin (Hons) Neuroscience 1996 and MCBH (Hons) 1999
CURRENT HOME: South Queensferry, Edinburgh
CURRENT JOB: GP and travel writer
FAVOURITE AUTHOR: JD Salinger (fiction) and (travel writers) Bruce Chatwin, Sven Lindqvist and Annie Dillard.
FAVOURITE BAND: The Smiths. I have the entire collection on vinyl.
TO WATCH…
Don’t miss a new CD. The trio’s fourth record, Granta, is a series of long compositions that draws on traditions ranging from avant-garde classical to free jazz and improvised electro-acoustic.
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Most graduates will have forged a special link with a teacher who mentored and motivated them at university. We hear about the work of one of your role models – and what you learned from them while you were at Edinburgh.

Can you describe your experience of teaching, and collaborating with, Grant Stewart?

Grant stood out as an enthusiastic medical student during his clinical attachments and showed an early inclination to pursue a career in surgery. He scored early training posts in our academic unit and was a keen clinical researcher. He is making his mark as a quality researcher and senior trainee in urology and much is expected of him as a future leader in academic urology.

What is the most satisfying part of your job? I consider myself extremely fortunate to have a unique position that has allowed me to practise my specialist surgical skills, train younger surgeons, enthuse medical students, participate in clinical and scientific research and more recently, to have delivered innovative distance-learning programmes that have had significant impact on surgical programmes that have had more recently, to have delivered very positive.

What are the advantages of the online MSc in Surgical Sciences? The MSc in Surgical Sciences is innovative in combining the professional and academic development of the surgical trainee. It was launched as a three-year distance-learning masters programme and provides academic credit for the trainee as the curriculum for the professional surgical examination is covered (MRCS). The feedback has been very positive.

What changes have you seen in your department over the years? Many universities have stopped investing in the surgical specialties. We have adapted and run more of a virtual department of surgery and maintain a strong presence in undergraduate teaching and postgraduate training. We have an increasing number of bright young academics working in multidisciplinary research facilities. This resulted at one stage in Edinburgh Surgery holding five of the top clinician-scientist awards in all surgical specialties in the UK. The current growth in our academic activity is increasingly focused on distance learning and we now boast more than 350 matriculated masters students and have had representation from almost 50 countries in our four surgical distance-learning programmes since these commenced in 2007.

Many a friendship is forged during our university days, and we want to hear how you met your partner or lifelong friend. For Neha Gohil (née Vahali) and Dr Amit Gohil, attending a disco at the Pleasance was the best move they ever made.

Dr Amit Gohil
BSc 1998, MBChB 2001

“We met at a party at the Pleasance. It was a Bangla night (a type of Indian disco). Neha was actually a bit drunk but funny enough, the first thought that crossed my mind was ‘is she the one?’

Even after meeting only a few times there was the feeling that we had a lot more in common than things ‘skin deep’ and over time we realised how many core values we shared.

“We shared a love of our Indian culture, as well as having fun and going out. We loved grabbing coffee and Nachos Supernovas at rockers, enjoying Friday nights at T’viet and Potters and eating out at the French restaurant chez Jules.

“It was a fast romance – we really only had a few months together in Edinburgh before Neha went back to the US to complete her studies. When she left, my life was very much empty. I still had two years left to complete my medical degree and the long-distance relationship was extremely challenging at times. I wasn’t sure whether we would be able to make it work. But ultimately we built an extremely strong foundation for our married life.

“After finishing my degree, I worked for a year at the Western General Hospital, then moved to London to work at St George’s A&E. I took every possible holiday to fly over to see Neha, and I started doing all my American medical exams so that I could potentially move to the US and finish the rest of my training.

“I’ve lived all over the world, but Edinburgh is truly a special city. It’s where I learnt about medicine and where I met my wife, and I have many fond memories – from learning how to treat patients at the Royal Infirmary to playing in a band called Pacemaker at Potters.”

Neha Gohil (née Vahali)
BA (International Relations), The University of Southern California, 2001

“We met when I left Los Angeles to study in Scotland for a year in 2000. I adored every ‘authentic’ thing I saw in Edinburgh – from the Castle to deep-fried Mars Bars – and one night at a party I felt for this young English medical student with a ‘real’ English accent.

“Hearing that Amit felt the same way a few days later my friends organised a night out and then hastily orchestrated a quick exit. Amit gallantly walked me back to Pollock Halls and was rewarded with my phone number before he trudged home in an early morning snowfall.

“We now live in San Carlos, California, and we’ve been blessed with two beautiful sons – Akal and Sani. Amit works as a pulmonary critical care physician and I spent the last several years working at a civil rights organisation for Sikhs Americans, but left work before our next arrival.

“Edinburgh has a special place in our hearts. Our 11th wedding anniversary is coming up… Maybe a trip back will be our present to ourselves!”

If you met your partner or lifelong friend at Edinburgh and would like to share your recollections, email us at editor.d refinery@ed.ac.uk
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The University has a rich past – and an exciting present. On these pages, we highlight YOUR STORIES AND MEMORIES, report on reunions and celebrate Edinburgh’s iconic alumni.

**Flashback**

**Man on a Mission**

Studying at Edinburgh in the late 1950s, Jim Haynes set up the Paperback Bookshop, a countercultural hub and the site of an incident that helped blaze a trail for radical books.

Fifty-three years ago the epicentre of Edinburgh’s main campus wasn’t a bustling informatics forum or a groundbreaking bookshop dedicated to counterculture. With a mission to sell avant-garde British and American titles, leftfield producer Jim Haynes opened the Paperback Bookshop in Charles Street in 1959.

Mr Haynes (pictured), who took classes at the University in the 1950s, boasts a dazzling CV of achievements in the arts, including a role as co-founder of the Traverse Theatre. Now living in Paris, he returned to Edinburgh in summer to mark the unveiling of two sculptures on the site of the bookshop. One immortals the rhino head that hung outside in the early 1960s while the other, depicting a burning book, celebrates an incident that sparked a radical movement.

“Once upon a time, a woman came in and asked if I had Lady Chatterley’s Lover, which Penguin had published but which ‘they’d put a stop to’,” Mr Haynes explains.

True to the virtues of any radical bookshop, he had the novel in stock, and alerted a photographer friend when the customer came back to collect it. “She refused to touch the book, she picked it up with coal tongs and carried it outside the shop, poured kerosene on top and lit it and ran,” he recalls.

The image of the book alight on a chilly winter day in the heart of Edinburgh (above, inset) rapidly circulated around the globe.

Hutton was a polymath and innovator. In the 1750s he set up Scotland's first chemical works manufacturing saltpet for dyeing and agricultural practices viewed as radical at the time. And in the late 1760s he used his geological expertise to steer the construction of the Firth and Clyde Canals.

After studying Latin, Greek and mathematics at Edinburgh High School, James Hutton enrolled at the University in 1740.

Three years on and equipped with a Classics degree, he embarked on a mercantile career that would encompass legal work, medicine, meteorology, animal husbandry and engineering.

Hutton was a polymath and innovator. In the 1750s he set up Scotland’s first chemical works manufacturing saltpet for dyeing and agricultural practices viewed as radical at the time. And in the late 1760s he used his geological expertise to steer the construction of the Firth and Clyde Canals.

Following further study abroad he settled back in Edinburgh to research the city's geology, taking particular interest in the distinctive volcanic outcrops at Salisbury Crags.

With contemporaries including John Playfair, Joseph Black and Adam Smith, Hutton was one star in a constellation of Enlightenment talents. He had a methodical style and his research developed slowly, culminating in the 1785 publication of his Theory of the Earth. In it he proposed that the Earth was ancient but that evidence of the interrelationships between the planet's different rock formations proved that it could renew itself.

These concepts of geological or “deep” time and a self-regenerating Earth posed a stark challenge to the religious orthodoxy of the day. But their influence was profound, shaping not simply our understanding of geology but the work of Charles Darwin and modern theories of ecology, including James Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis.
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**History Maker: James Hutton**

Farmer, chemist and founder of modern geology, James Hutton is one of the University’s most significant alumni – and arguably one of its most overlooked.


**Memory Lane**

Ian and Katharyn Callan, 95 and 91, just might be Britain’s oldest university graduate couple. Here, Katharyn reminisces about their time at Edinburgh.

In 1941 there were only two of us taking Botany IV, so we each had a lab to ourselves, complete with a bunsen burner – good for making hot drinks! Ian and I were both taking classes at the Royal Botanic Garden, and used to catch a tram to Canongates costing one penny. If we had time, we walked all the way, putting Greyfriars Bobby as we passed. My study bedroom in Masson Hall was on the top floor and some of the men in the adjacent Cowan House used to climb across the roofs and talk to me through the skylight. During the War this was blacked out. We had fires in our study bedrooms and we were rationed to two buckets of coal per week. How very different life was for students then, but I don’t think that we ever felt deprived.

**Let’s Get Together**

Friendships were rekindled and new connections made at two recent University reunions.

MARRING A MILESTONE

The Politics & International Relations department marked the beginning of its 50th anniversary celebrations recently with a weekend event. The programme included a debate from alumni, including current and former politicians, on ‘What Future for Scotland?’ – a networking session in which graduates shared with current students their insights into career planning and social events including a ceilidh (above), whisky tasting and comedy shows. Details on upcoming 50th anniversary events; email ruth.nicol@ed.ac.uk, visit www.p&i-ed.ac.uk/50th_anniversary/register_interest or like the department’s page on Facebook.

TOASTING 25 YEARS

Past and present members of the University’s Hillwalking Club (above) travelled from around the UK and Europe recently to Comrie Croft, Perthshire, to celebrate the club’s 25th anniversary. Participants kept the club’s enduring traditions alive by posing for summit shots amid breathtaking scenery and enjoying a barbecue, Burns Night supper and a ceilidh.

A University reunion will help you stay connected to your fellow graduates. For details on upcoming reunions, or for help with organising your own event, email alumni@ed.ac.uk

**Rediscover Your Edinburgh**

Alumni Weekend 21–23 June 2013

With a varied programme of events, tours and talks, our Alumni Weekend is a fantastic opportunity to reconnect with the University and revisit your favourite student haunts. Social events will range from comedy shows to ceilidh dancing and we’ll also be opening up some of the University’s cutting-edge facilities and sharing insights into our latest teaching and research developments. Reunions can also be staged over the weekend. Booking opens 1 March 2013.

For more details and booking information or to organise a reunion for the weekend, email alumni@ed.ac.uk or visit our website at www.ed.ac.uk/alumni or find us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/edalumni

**WINTER 2012/13**
Edinburgh’s stunning streetscapes, rich cultural history and all-round cosmopolitan vibe combine to make studying in this unique city a memorable experience. We invite you to share what made your student days so enjoyable.

Where do you live now, and why?
I’m currently doing an MSc in Holistic Science at Schumacher College in Devon. When the course is over, I’ll return to Zambia where I’ve been living for about 10 years, carrying out ethnobotanical research, occasional consultancy work on sustainable harvesting of wild plants, and floristic surveys. I live in a simple house on an island in the Zambezi, and am helping the local community build a school on the mainland. I’ve lived in Africa for more than 20 years, with the previous 10 years in Botswana, where I was working as a biology teacher.

When did you live in Edinburgh?
I moved from Fort William to Edinburgh in 1977 to start my studies. For some years after I graduated, Edinburgh remained my home base, even as I was travelling in Europe and doing volunteer work in Nigeria. I also did a one-year PGCE in secondary teaching of science and biology at Moray House College of Education, from 1986 to 1987.

What was your first impression of the city?
I’d first visited Edinburgh as a young teenager, the cobbled lanes of the Old Town and the patchouli-scented shops of Cockburn Street and South Clerk Street seemed so mysterious and alluring. Arriving there alone as an 18-year-old, however, was different: the chill wind across North Bridge; steamed-up cafe windows; a disconcerting mixture of intimacy and aloneness in the narrow clos statements of living streets… Then, I experienced an autumn day, skipping through piles of golden leaves, frost on the pavements and in my breath, and I was enchanted.

Where were your favourite student haunts?
The Bedlam Theatre; I was around when the Theatre Club moved from their former premises in Hill Street to this extraordinary venue. But I think my favourite place was the flat that I lived for my final year, in Mayfield Square, with a curious and wonderful mixture of students.

Then, I experienced an autumn day, skipping through golden leaves, frost on the pavements… and I was enchanted.

What do you miss about the city?
The outstanding libraries, frosty walks in Marchmont, groovy second-hand clothes shops in Stockbridge, the Royal Botanic Garden, being able to choose to either nestle in a cozy pub or brave the elements on a walk up Arthur’s Seat.

What did your university experience do for you?
It gave me the opportunity to meet a much wider range of people than I would otherwise have encountered. It offered the space, physically, intellectually and emotionally, to become myself.

Which member of academic staff influenced your life most when you were here?
Dr PM Smith, of the Botany department, whose lectures were informative, inspiring and delivered with a dry but warm humour.

What is your favourite view of the city?
The one from the plane, when I arrive back from Africa, the flight path takes us out across the Forth, and I can see the history, the human endeavours and the landscape, in one thrilling panorama.

What would you recommend tourists put at the top of their ‘to-do’ list?
Walk everywhere. Take a route from the Royal Observatory through Merchiston, across the Meadows, George IV Bridge, the Mound, Hanover Street… and finish off in the Royal Botanic Garden.

Send us your recollections of your student days to editor.edit@ed.ac.uk
The General Council provides graduates with a continuing voice in the management of the University's affairs, and every graduate automatically becomes a member. Academic staff and members of the University's governing body, the University Court, are also members of the General Council. It meets twice a year and has the right to comment on matters affecting the University's prosperity and wellbeing. For more information on the work of the General Council, visit www.general-council.ed.ac.uk

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE GENERAL COUNCIL PRINCE PHILIP FUND, VISIT WWW.GENERAL-COUNCIL.ED.AC.UK/GENERALCOUNCILSCHOLARSHIPS.HTM

I am delighted and honoured to be elected as the Convener of your Business Committee, and look forward to a productive four years in support of our University.

I am following Dr Alan Brown, who made a signal contribution during his time as Convener, from 2008 to 2012. The most important event during that period was the election of a new University Chancellor, HRH The Princess Royal. Others were the successful Half-Yearly Meetings held abroad, in 2010 in Hong Kong and last year in Berlin.

The General Council was represented well at the Berlin Half-Yearly Meeting, which was held in the Humboldt University. The Principal, Professor Sir Timothy O'Shea, emphasised the international ambitions, achievements and goals of the University of Edinburgh, and Alumni. The weekend began with a seminar at the Hermit School of Governance. The guest of honour and lecturer was Dr David McAllister, the Prime Minister of Lower Saxony, who gave a fascinating and well argued insight into the German view of the Euro and relationships with the United Kingdom. The University of Edinburgh then conferred an honorary degree on Dr McAllister at a ceremony in the British Embassy, a modern building that has won many architectural awards. The programme finished with a dinner in the Museum of Communication and guests, including many graduates, were treated to another marvellous talk from alums and novelist Dame Stella Rimington.

The Half-Yearly Meeting was webcast, allowing questions from a dozen alumni to be asked by email. The weekend’s success demonstrated again how much graduates living away from Edinburgh appreciate the opportunity to re-connect with their alma mater, and the fine partnership between the General Council and the University.

In winter 2012, the Graduation Fee was abolished, making membership of the General Council simpler. It is hoped that this will facilitate easier and earlier engagement of graduates with their University, and I urge all members to think about that aspect. There are many opportunities available to General Council members, particularly mentoring and advising graduates on career choices.

Dr Brown’s legacy to the General Council is the Effectiveness Review of your Business Committee, which he instigated in 2011. The review was chaired by Vice-Convener, Dr Frances Dow, who sought many internal and external views. There were a number of well argued discussions, and Dr Dow’s report was accepted by the Committee in July 2012. Dr Dow, Dr Mitchell and myself have drawn up an Action Plan and we will deliver the proposed actions over the next year or so. Highlights include a more prominent role for the Standing Committees, and a clear set of priorities informed by the University’s Strategic Plan 2012 – 2016 and Scottish Government plans for higher education.

Your Committee will support the University as it continues to improve the student experience over the next few years. The University gives the most generous bursaries of any University, and your support of these is appreciated greatly by the students. I have met a number of recipients and it is startling to learn how many are at the University because of their bursary. They are deal breakers for many.

Finally, Development and Alumni hosted a visit by the Yale Alumni Association for a few days in July last year. It was instructive to learn of the different history and approaches taken by alumni organisations on both sides of the Atlantic. A highlight for the visitors was another generous gesture from Dr Brown and Mrs Elisabeth Ballantyne-Brown, of a charming reception at their home, the historic Arthur Lodge.

Dr Bruce Ritson, MBChB 1961: “It was wonderful to see the city flourishing and reunited. I had not been in Berlin since 1999, the year that the Wall came down. Most of my previous visits had been to the East. Dame Stella Rimington’s account of her experiences vividly recalled that dark time of mutual distrust.”

Dr Alan Brown, MBChB 1963: “More than lived up to the memorable occasions of previous years. These meetings reach out successfully to the vast majority of members who live outwith Scotland. A fittingly glorious end to my many memorable years on the Business Committee.”

James Murray, BSc 1962: “An outstanding two days, simply a class act. The Friday afternoon conferences are always really worthwhile. Combining a General Council meeting with University events is an excellent way for members to assist the University in promoting itself.”

Neil Hynd, BArch 1969: “This meeting was the best yet and a momentum is building within our General Council membership to attend whenever they can. A memorable series of events.”

In recognition of his superb work as Convener of the Business Committee until 31 July 2012 and his outstanding support of the University, Dr Alan Brown (above) has been appointed an Edinburgh Regent. This is a new honour bestowed on those who significantly support the University either financially or with their expertise or by sharing their network, and is designed to give a continuing role in supporting the University.
The following nomination has been received for the election of one Associate Councilor to serve until 31 July 2017.

Doreen Davidson
BA 1977
Proposed by Charles Patrick Swann
MCOB 1971
Seconded by Alan McDougall Johnston
MBA 1989

I was a recent member of the General Council and was a regular and enthusiastic attendee at its meetings. I was a keen supporter of the University's aims and values and I have been pleased to see the success of the University in a number of areas in recent years. I was a member of the University's Finance and Business Committee. I have a strong background in business and finance and I have held a number of senior positions in a variety of sectors, including the arts, education and health care. I have a wealth of experience in strategic planning, financial management and governance. I am a strong advocate of the University's aims and values and I believe that I can make a valuable contribution to the work of the General Council.

CANDIDATES FOR MEMBERS OF THE BUSINESS COMMITTEE

The following nominations have been received for the election of five members of the Business Committee to serve until 31 July 2017.

Scott Alexander
John Peter
MA 2001
Proposed by Alan McDougall Johnston
MBA 1989
Seconded by John Maclaren Ogilvie
Widdell
LLB 1978

I am a Chartered Accountant and Company director with fifteen years of experience in the healthcare sector. I have been involved in the development and management of healthcare organisations and I have a good understanding of the challenges faced by healthcare providers. I am a member of the University's Business Committee and I have been involved in a number of initiatives to improve the University's financial performance. I am a strong advocate of the University's aims and values and I believe that I can make a valuable contribution to the work of the Business Committee.

CANDIDATE FOR GENERAL COUNCIL ASSESSOR TO THE UNIVERSITY COURT

The names of the candidates appear in random order, as drawn by ballot. This is also the order in which they will appear on the voting screen and paper.

Matthew Jack
MPhil
MA 2011
Proposed by Stuart Peter
MBA
Seconded by Hamlet Jane Page
MBA 2010

As EUSA President 2011-2012, I am passionate about binding together our University community. If elected, I will use my experience as a former parliamentary officer and campaigner to better engage our increasingly diverse membership, and work hard to communicate to students the vital work of the General Council.

CANDIDATE FOR GENERAL COUNCIL ASSESSOR TO THE UNIVERSITY COURT

The following nomination has been received for the election of one Council Assessor to the University Court to serve until 31 July 2017.

Jacqueline Anne McDowell
PhD
1983
Proposed by Edward Bruce Ritson
MChB
1964
Seconded by Michael Wilson
MCOB 1973

My career has ranged from advertising and marketing in London and New York to a postdoctoral research fellowship at the University of Edinburgh and to founding and chairing a children’s charity. A director of Midlothian Sure Start, my main interest is to provide a better future for our young people.

ELECTIONS
GENERAL COUNCIL ELECTIONS, FEBRUARY 2013

The General Council will take its June 2013 Half-Yearly Meeting to the Royal (Dick) School of Veterinary Studies at Easter Bush. Head of School Professor David Argyle, will address the meeting and a high-profile speaker will give the after-lunch speech. The meeting and lunch will form an important part of the 2013 Alumni Weekend, a programme of events organised by Development & Alumni from 21 to 23 June. The programme will include informal social events on the Friday and Saturday evenings and Sunday afternoon, together with visits and tours of some of the University’s campuses. It is anticipated that the weekend will be enjoyed by a wide range of members, staff, students, families and friends. For details, see page 29 or email alumni@ed.ac.uk

BBC STALWART TO DELIVER ADDRESS AT FEBRUARY LUNCH

Thursday 31 January 2013
Playfair Library Hall, Old College, Saturday 9 February 2013, 12.30pm for 1pm
Please send me ___________ tickets (£20 each)
A cheque for £__________ is enclosed payable to the University of Edinburgh
Name
Address
Postcode
Name(s) of guest(s)
Dietary requirements/preferences
Return to: Mrs Mary Scott, Assistant to the Secretary of the General Council, The University of Edinburgh, Charles Stewart House, 9-16 Chambers Street, Edinburgh EH1 1HT, Scotland, UK, or, alternatively, you may order online at www.general.council.ed.ac.uk/forthcoming_events.htm
Closing date for applications: Thursday 31 January 2013

THE GENERAL COUNCIL LUNCH, 9 FEBRUARY 2013

Ms Pat Fisher, Principal Curator of the Talbot Rice Gallery, welcomed members of the General Council and their guests, the Graduates’ Association, and Friends of the Talbot Rice Gallery to a private viewing of the work on display during the summer’s Edinburgh International Festival. Ms Fisher provided a fascinating insight into the work of two American artists, Tim Rollins and Donald Judd, before guests were able to roam the gallery and enjoy a reception.

American artists, Tim Rollins and Donald Judd, before guests were able to roam the gallery and enjoy a reception. Ms Pat Fisher, Principal Curator of the Talbot Rice Gallery, welcomed members of the General Council and their guests, the Graduates’ Association, and Friends of the Talbot Rice Gallery to a private viewing of the work on display during the summer’s Edinburgh International Festival. Ms Fisher provided a fascinating insight into the work of two American artists, Tim Rollins and Donald Judd, before guests were able to roam the gallery and enjoy a reception.
A graduate of Oxford (German/ French) and Edinburgh (European Legal Studies), and Austrian Consul for Scotland, my professional life is focused on international discourse across the range of public affairs. I would wish to contribute to strengthening Edinburgh University’s links with European and other, places of learning, government and people.

Voting in the General Council Election

This is the time for you to participate in the governance of the University. This can be by voting for a Court Assessor who is a full member of the Court, the supreme governing body. You can also vote for members of the Business Committee of the General Council, who are responsible for much of its work.

In February 2013 the General Council introduced online voting on a secure website. Voting takes place online through the Elections channel of the MyEd Alumni Portal, which will be open from Monday 7 January 2013 until 17:00 GMT Wednesday 6 February 2013. You must register via the EASE registration process as explained below by 17:00 GMT on Tuesday 5 February 2013.

Voting Papers are only enclosed where members have specifically requested them by 30 November 2012 and should be completed and returned in the enclosed addressed envelope to the Secretary of the General Council. Details of all candidates appear left and on page 35. Anyone still wishing to vote by post may do so for subsequent elections by requesting a postal vote from the General Council Office before 30 November in the year prior to any election.

To register for online voting please go to www.myed.ed.ac.uk and complete the EASE registration process if you are a new MyEd Alumni Portal user. Those who registered for previous elections do not need to do so again simply use the same username and password. If you have already used the Portal as a student, you can use your student username and password to access the Alumni Portal. If you have a University username (UUM) or know your original matriculation number you may be able to register through EASE directly. If you have your matriculation number you can normally use this as your UUM by adding an ‘s’ before the number and register online using this. If you do not know either of these you will need to email the Information Services helpline at ITHelp@ed.ac.uk requesting access to MyEd and giving your full name, date of and degree awarded at first graduation from Edinburgh.

A username and initial password will then be sent to you. If you experience problems when registering for, or accessing, the Alumni Portal, please also email Information Services at the above address, identifying yourself by matriculation number (if known), full name, year and degree awarded at first graduation from Edinburgh.
Any motions for discussion at this meeting will be received in the General Council Office by 21 November 2012. The following statutory meeting of the General Council will be held on Saturday 22 June 2013 and any motions for discussion at this meeting should be received in the General Council Office by 3 April 2013.

NOTICE OF FORTHCOMING ELECTIONS

There would be elections for one General Council Assessor to the University Court and five members of the Business Committee in February 2013. Nominations on forms available from the General Council Office and on the website should be received in the General Council Office by 21 November 2012.

PRESENTATION BY PROFESSOR SIR TIMOTHY O’SHEA, PRINCIPAL AND VICE-CHAIRMAN

The Principal thanked the General Council for its contributions to the University and its role in governance, which included the work of the General Council Assessors on Court. The Principal focused on the internationalisation of the University. It had been internationalised not only since its foundation, with a curriculum based on Paris, the medical curriculum revised largely from Leiden and Utrecht. Edinburgh also played a key role in the Enlightenment in the 18th century. However, it was particularly appropriate to be in the Humboldt University as this was where the modern research-based PhD degree, which Edinburgh adopted, was created. The international outlook had been strengthened by having a very international curriculum with staff speaking many languages – for example, Edinburgh had taught since the 18th century. Just as importantly, Edinburgh had a long tradition of preparing students historically, with even more today. Many had become influential in research, in service, and some had become heads of state. This international ethos was essential to being the very best staff and students, and to ensure that the research was of global significance.

Edinburgh Global, a strategy developed by Vice-Principal Professor Steve Hillier, had been highly influential. The postgraduate programme had been very successful, especially at Masters level. This had expanded to include distance and e-learning initiatives, and also continuing professional education. Not only did these support internationalisation, they were also important for the University Finance. They reduced dependency on travel and visa regulations, and a successful example was the Edinburgh Surgical Sciences Qualification, developed in partnership with the Royal College of Surgeons. The Global Academies concept, taking the “year of the” academies for a number of years. Other major centres included the HRH Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre for Islamic & Middle East Studies (LCUR). The centre is ambitious in winning grants from the EU as well as UK research funding. Total research funding this year was anticipated to be at or above previous record amounts, a tribute to staff quality.

The EUA contribution was important, including improving teaching through a teaching award scheme. It had also been active in supporting internationalisation with support to students and events and the introduction of a student International Officer.

Area Studies were important, including the Centres for African Studies, Chinese, Japanese and many more. Having the capability to teach a wide range of languages was also vital and increasingly unusual, for example in Sanskrit which resulted in support from the Indian Council for Cultural Relations. The Confucius Institute for Scotland had been hugely successful, being given “The Year of the” awards for the first time. Other major centres included the HRH Prince.

As mentioned in the Convener’s Report (page 32), the provision of various bursaries is often vital for some people to be able to attend and then succeed at the University. This was why the General Council set up its own fund to provide bursaries and access scholarships, to be able to enlarge their provision, even in a relatively small way to begin with.

Our newly renamed General Council Prince Philip Fund received the support of the HRH The Prince Philip provided over so many years. We have made gradual but significant progress, and currently have two endowed bursaries, one active and one to begin next session. The latter arose from a very generous donation from the USA Development Trust, and more particularly will be available after it has been awarded.

We also receive regular donations to the fund, and recently received a generous legacy donation, from the estate of one of our renowned alumnus Miss Mary E. Mackenzie.

The full text of the Principal’s remarks, and the record of the discussion that followed the presentation, are contained in the Annex to the Billet.
Your legacy, whatever its shape or size, is vital to The University of Edinburgh.

To find out more about making a gift to The University of Edinburgh in your will, please contact Morag Murison on +44 (0)131 650 9637 or morag.murison@ed.ac.uk

We are happy to arrange a chat or simply send you an information pack.

Alternatively, visit www.edinburghcampaign.com